ELECTION RESULTS
Theodore Sager Meth and Lilly-Marlene Russow have been re-elected to the Board of Directors. They will serve two-year terms which expire in May, 1983.

REPLIES SECTION
It has from the start been the policy of Ethics & Animals to invite replies from authors of books or articles reviewed. This issue sees the first appearance of replies of this sort. Reviewers and others are of course encouraged to submit replies to the replies, and replies to the replies. The primary purpose of this journal is to serve as an open forum for discussion of moral questions concerning human treatment of nonhuman animals. Please join in.

In this connection it is perhaps worth reminding readers that articles published in E&A are of course quite reasonable candidates for review in E&A, especially critical review. As yet we have had no written reactions to the articles in the last issue.

MEETING REMINDER
Our annual meeting for 1981 will be held in Philadelphia, in late December. Specific date, time, and place will be reported in the September number of E&A. The main event will be a panel discussion on zoos. Speakers will be Dale Jamieson of the University of Colorado and Georgette K. Maroldo of Texas Lutheran College, and perhaps others.

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTIONS
At the present time less than five college libraries in the United States subscribe to E&A. Budgets are, as we all know, very tight, but E&A is a bargain. Urge your library to subscribe and send them the form on the inside back cover.

JEANNE KEISTER DEPARTS
This is the last issue of E&A for which Jeannie Keister will serve as Managing Editor. Mrs. Keister is leaving the mountains of Virginia for the delights of southern Florida. She has put together each issue, corrected everyone's grammar, style and sometimes content, and even occasionally deciphered the Editor's handwriting.

We shall somehow (I hope) get by without her, but we will certainly miss her.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
All material submitted for publication in Ethics & Animals should be addressed to the Editor. Reviews and articles should be typed, on one side of the paper only. One copy is sufficient for all submissions except articles, of which three copies are requested. To facilitate 'blind' reviewing of articles the author's name should not appear on the manuscript, but should be on a separate sheet of paper which also bears the title of the article. If possible, authors should also remove internal references which would identify them (such as "as I argued in my article on animal liberation in The Journal of Beasts"). Such references can be re-inserted before publication.